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ON THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION

PROCESSES IN McSHANE’S STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL

EQUATION SYSTEMS

J.M. ANGULO IBÁÑEZ R. GUTIÉRREZ JÁIMEZ

- 1. INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of the existence and uniqueness of

the solution processes in stochastic integral equation systems of the

type:

(te[a,b]c]R; wen, being some probabi 1 i ty space), where the in-

tegrals are interpreted as McShane’s stochastic belated integrals.

This problem has been treated previously by E. J. McShane

(1974) himself and by K. D. Elworthy (1982). The study McShane made

originally is limited to the special case in which a~ is not depending
on the time t and the processes zo are sample continuous. On the other

hand, Elworthy does not require those restrictions, but considers hypo-
theses quite stronger related to gi and hi functions.

’ " p pQ

We state in this paper a new result on the problem mentioned
above. We consider similar conditions to those of McShane respecting
91 and hi functions, and to those of Elworthy respecting ai and zp
p Pa

processes (in both cases our requirements are even quite weaker in so-

me aspects). So that the stated aspect carried out by the authors pre-

viously mentioned are in some ways included in our study.

The results we have obtained will be used in later works on

some extensions on the problem of the existence and uniqueness and so-
me regularity associated problems.
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2. DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS RESULTS. NOTATION

Let [a,b] be a closed real interval. Let (n,A,P) be a proba-

bility space and a complete filtration of the measura-

ble space (fl,A) (that is to say each sub-c-algebre F t contains all the

P-null subsets of A).

We consider the following types of processes (only the first
class is referred to the integrators):

z£Z4F iff z is a defined on la,bl into IR,F-measurable ( i. e., adapted
to the filtration F) process, satisfying for’some positive
constant K the inequalities:

a. s. (almost surely), whenever astb.
2feHp iff f is a defined on [a,b] into IR, F-measurable, Lp-continuous

a. e. (almost everywhere) in [a,b] and L 2- bounded process.

x£H2F,n iff x is ’a defined on [a,b] ] into IRn process, in which each com-
2

ponent x 
1 

(1=1,...n) belongs to H~.
will represent the quotient space respecting the usual process

r, N

equivalence relation (two processes, x and y, are equivalents
iff for each t the r. v. (random variables) x(t,w) and

y(t,w) are a. s. equal).

Given a process xcH 2. , we will represent by means of x ther, n
equivalence class of processes associated to x.

We will use the following definitions of norms (or pseudo-
norms, according to the space that we consider):

For each r. v. X(w) OR- 

For each process X(t,w) OR- or 

We will define and denote
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where 
l 

is the indicator function of [a,t] in [a.b].

is a Banach space.F n

Respecting to the basic elements of the McShane’s stochastic

calculus theory (definition of the integral, existence, estimates, in-

definite integral,...) we fundamentally refer to McShane’s (1974) and

Elworthy’s (1982) works.

From its later explicit use, we remind here that if f belongs
to H2 and z, zl and z2 belong to Z 4, then it is known that the belated

F ’ g F
(or McShane’s) integrals

exist, and the following estimates are true:

where C = 2K(b - a) K .
On the other hand, if the integrators and the integrand are

F-measurable processes and the corresponding belated integral exist,
then any version of the associated indefinite integral is also an F-

measurable process.

Finally, we will denote in abridged form by means of

E[a,g,h] a system of the type ,(1), and by means of ig,h:(1 ,p ,J )i the
set of the functions 9 p and hi that appear as integrand in the inte-

p pQ

grals.

3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS

In this paragraph we prove the existence and uniqueness of
the solution processes inside the class H2 for a system of the,,p F,n n y

type (1), when the initial condition a belongs to that class.

Previously we define the set of the hypotheses we will requi-
re for it in relation to the functions that intervene in the integrals
in (1).
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3.1. Hy otheses

We consider the following set of hypotheses relative to the

functions 9 p and h Pa and the integrators zp:
P PJ

[HE] : "1) is a complete probability space. [a,b]is a closed

real interval.

2) is a complete filtration of the measurable

space (s~,A) .

3) Every process z (with or without affixes) belongs to 

4) Every function fe ig,h :(1 ,p ,J )i is defined on [a,b]xIRnx(2
into R, and there is a constant L such that, a. s. in n,

for all f in {g,h:(i,p,o)}, all t in [a,b] and all xi, x2
i n IRn:

5) For each IRn-valued, L 2 -integrable r. v. X(w), all the pro-

cesses f(t,X(w),w)are P-continuous a. e. in [a,b].

6) For each IRn-val ued, F-measurable process X (t, w) , all the

processes f(t, X(t,w),w) are F-measurable."

REMARK: The previous hypotheses set is similar to that established by
McShane in his book (1974) (this author studies the case in

which a is a second-order Fa-measurable r. v.); nevertheless

we have simplified here in some ways the hypothese [HE-5]. In

fact, McShane (1974) explicitly require this condition for any
a. s. sample continuous process X(t,w), not only for any r. v.

X(w). We prove that the McShane’s condition is satisfied con-

sidering ours and the hypothese [HE-4]together. On the other

hand, Elworthy (1982) require in relation to the hypothese
[HE-5] the a. s. sample continuity of all the processes

f(t,x,w) (and, equivalently, of all the processes 

for eaxh r. v. X(W)).
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3.2. Existence and uniqueness theorem

We establish the following result:

THEOREM: " Let E[a,g,h] be a system satisfying the hypotheses set [HE],
and being acH2 Then, there is only an element X* in H2 such that

F,n 
1B1 

’ y F,n
every version is a solution of E[a,g,h] ." 

’

To proof it, we apply the Picard’s method using an adequate
Fomin-Kolmogorov’s version of the fixed point theorem (see Bharucha-
Reid (1972)):

Proof: Let T be an operator associating to each process the pro-
2013’20132013 

p 9 P F , n p

cess

where (Tx) i, for each i, is defined by the right member of (1), for

some arbitrary choice of versionsof the corresponding indefinite inte-
grals (so that T is defined except for equivalence).

We will prove the following asserts:

a) T is well-defined.

b) T apply H2 into itself.
k 

pp y F,n
c) ) Tk is a contraction, for some k£ IN.

a) T is well-defined: ’

It suffices to prove that for each xEH2 and fejg,h:(1,p,J)1
the process f(t,x(t,w),w) belongs to H 2 

r n ~g~ ( ~p ~ ) }

Let G be the set defined as follows:

G = x is L2- continuous in t, and for every

u£[a,b]nQ (rationals) the process
is P-continuous in t}

G has Lebesgue-measure equal to 1 in [a,b].

From [HE-4] and our "L p -continuity lemma" (see Angulo (1984)),
for each ue[a,b]f1Q the process is L 2 -continuous in G, sin-

ce for each ve[a,b], a. s. 
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Then, for each tn£G, we can assert that for all tc[a,b] and

Consequently,

As the previous ,limit is not depending on n, and the process

x is L2- continuous in to, this limit must be equal to 0. So, we can as-

sert that the process f(t,x(t,w),w) is L2- continuous in G.

Besides, from [HE-4] and [HE-5], respectively, the process
f(t,x(t,w),w) is L2- bounded and F-measurable.

b) T apply H2 into itself:F,n

It suffices to prove that for each and 
F n _(we will suppose, to simplify, that f is one of the functions and z

is the corresponding integrator zp; in the same way we would proceed
in relation to second-order integrals), the process defined (except
for equivalence) by the indefinite integral

belongs to H2.9 F*

In fact, such process is F-measurable, according to that we
have indicated in the pargraph 2. On the other hand, it is also an L2-
continuous in [a,b] (and so, L2- bounded) process, since from [HE-4]:

and so,
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c ) Tk i s a contraction, for some 

We will prove, by récurrence, that for all pair of processes
2

x x EH2 and for all kcln,l’ 2 F n ’

k=1: For each i and each se[a,b]:

Adding for 1=1,...n, and taking supremes on [a,t] (for any fixed tE

[a,b]) yields (2), for k=l.

k+k+1: From (3), for each i and for all se[a,b],

Adding for i=1,...n, and taking supremes on [a,t] (for any fixed te

[a,b]) yields (2), for k+1 instead of k.

Taking now t=b, and since the term
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converge to 0, when k+0153, it must exist a number kO£IN such that vk l, 1
and thus Tko is a contraction. 

0

Finally, we define the induced operator t by the process e-
quivalence relation:

It is easy to prove that the previous a), b) and c) points
are true, in adequate terms, for the new operator t. The Fomin-Kolmo-

gorov’s fixed point theorem yields the conclusion: there is only one
element X* in â2 such that

F,n

being so any version x* of x* a solution of E[a,g,h]. So that, the pro-
of is concluded.

From the previous proof, we inmediately obtain the following

consequence:

COROLLARY: "Under the hypotheses of the previous theorem, if x* is any

version of the solution of E[a,g,h], then the process x*-a is L2-conti-
nuous in all [a,b], and consequently x* and a have the same L2-discon-
tinuities in [a,b]".

OBSERVATION: This corollary include the case Elworthy (1982) considers

(a any L2-continuous in [a,b] process) and the particular
case McShane (1974) considers (a any F a measurable L 2 -inte-
grable r. v.).

4. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper is to establish a fundamental re-

sult on the existence and uniqueness of the solution processes in Mc-
Shane’s stochastic integral equation systems of the type (1), in order

to consider and to study some posterior extensions on this problem and

some regularity associated problems.

Specifically, in relation to the second of the mentioned pro-

blems, we present together with this another work where we consider

the problem of the convergence of the solution processes in McShane’s
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stochastic integral equation systems with coefficients depending on a

parameter.

In that referred to the first mentioned problem,we point out
here that we have prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution

processes when a can be expressed as the product (component to compo-
nent, for i=l, ... n) of a process belonging to H2 and an F-measura-’ ’ p g 9 F,n
ble, a., s. sample-function bounded and P-continuous a. e. process. In

that case, we consider in general, in relation to the hypothese [HE-4],
an a. s. finite r. v. L(w) instead of L, and we add to the hypothese

[HE-5] the following condition: for each x in IRn, all the processes

f(t,x,w) must be separable.

We also have established in that case conditions that allow

to assure the convergence of the solution processes when the coeffici-

ents of the system depend on a parameter.
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